BACKWASH OF A DREAM
"Hardly any trouble about that to-day. I wish you'd stop
saying 'usually* about them—"
"But that's what I'm ^telling you. They weren't the Maidands,
they were the Macbeths. They weren't themselves to-day; they
were queer, alien, possessed—"
"I still think/* Orlando had a gende quality of persistence, "that
even with It upstairs they would have done better to have given
us drinks, or at least me, and sent us away a little bit fuddled.
Whereas now we're abominably clear-headed—"
But that did not last long. The hotel bar was luckily empty, and
after the first deep and satisfied slaking we were able to return to
our fascinating speculations, but in a more grandiose vein. And
at dinner presendy, with an excellent Burgundy to enrich our
bloodstream and illuminate fantasy—
—Well, that's the worst of a joke when it's too much fun, and
especially when things have been so freakish and puzzling: We
were carried away, could not check ourselves, caught it from each
other . . . And went to bed almost believing that only a body in
the house could account for what had happened to us at High
Larling.
The next morning at breakfast we did not speak of it again;
caught in the same curious vein of silence by common consent, as
the children in "High Wind in Jamaica" who never referred to it
when they were all at the window and their brother John fell out
and was killed.
—Until on that very day, Sylvia rang up. And by Sylvia I mean
Sylvia; die old Sylvia. Or was she a little bit too exuberant and
too longing to see us ? Felicia would drive them over, she said,
and we must have drinks with them, she said—("Jennie, tell
Orlando I want him. Can't wait. News!")
. . . "That'll be lovely, darling. We didn't seem to see^you at
all last night. You just rushed in and rushed out, and Felicia's fallen
heavily for Orlando. I can't say I blame her! He couldn't be
more witty and enchanting."
"I could" said Orlando when I reported this; "I could, but I'm
not going to be; not to them. AD. that tea! I'm glad f m the
kind that bears malice, sometimes for ever."
They rollicked up. They embraced us indiscriminately. They
couldn't have been more witty or enchanting, or more demon-
strative or more lavish or more truly affectionate. Round after
round, on various bubbling pretexts; several for the road long
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